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ABSTRACT
Dealing with moving body problems, where one component moves relatively with respect to other, is a difficult
task in CFD due to the efforts needed in grid handling for every delta change in position of the moving component.
The inherent nature of mesh-free solvers reduces the efforts needed for these kinds of problems by operating on a
cloud of points rather than a grid. A new method to handle moving body problems is proposed, where individual
clouds are generated around each component and are combined into a single large combined cloud. The proposed
method is applied to store separation problem and results generated using NAL-MCIR mesh-less solver is compared
with experimental results.
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INTRODUCTION
A plenty of moving body problems like store separation from an aircraft, simulation of effects due to control
surface movements, booster separation from a space launch vehicle, etc. exist, requiring the CFD community to
handle these kinds of problem efficiently and effectively. Various CFD techniques have been demonstrated for
handling moving body problems, including overset grid techniques[1] and Cartesian embedded-boundary method[2].
The overset grid uses a set of independent, overlapping grids and allows for grid motion without stretching or regridding. But an artificial boundary is formed between the overlapping grids and throughout the solution process
there exist multiple grids communicating with each other through interpolation at the artificial boundary. The
Cartesian embedded-boundary method uses Cartesian cut-cell method for automatized grid generation over the
complex geometry, but re-gridding is required for every delta change in position or orientation of the moving
component. The current work tries to establish the effectiveness of mesh-less methods in handling moving body
problems by demonstrating a technique called “combined cloud generation technique” which is used to generate a
single large combined cloud from multiple overlapping components’ clouds. The combined cloud generated can be
used as the input to NAL-MCIR mesh-less solver. This technique allows for the component clouds to be moved
without requiring regeneration of clouds and also the end product is a single cloud encompassing the entire domain.
FLOW SOLVER
The NAL-MCIR mesh-less solver, used in the current work, is an Euler solver based on least square kinetic
upwind method. It uses a dissipation control function to reduce dissipation and to increase the order of accuracy[3, 4,
5]. The point cloud data input to the solver consist of an array of points along with the connectivity data for each of
these points, where connectivity data of a point is the list of its neighboring points. Point cloud is generated by taking
only the nodes of the grid generated by a grid generation tool.
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COMBINED CLOUD GENERATION TECHNIQUE
In this technique a main stationary component is identified and cloud is generated around it encompassing the
entire flow domain. Individual overlapping clouds are generated around all the other moving components, initially at
their starting position. The moving components’ clouds need not cover the entire flow domain. Whenever a
component moves, the respective cloud moves along with it. An imaginary, closed bounding surface is formed
around each of the moving component enclosing the entire component in it. The bounding surface can be of any
arbitrary shape, subject to existence of some means to separate out points lying inside it from those lying outside it.
Points belonging to stationary component cloud and lying inside the bounding surfaces of various moving
components’ bounding surfaces are deleted from the cloud and points lying outside of the bounding surfaces are
retained. On contrary, points originating from moving components’ cloud, and lying outside of their respective
components’ bounding surface are deleted from the components’ cloud and points lying inside are retained. The
deletion of points from stationary cloud creates holes in the flow domain. These holes are filled with the respective
trimmed, moved moving components’ cloud. The connectivity data of all the points lying near imaginary bounding
surfaces is altered to account for the deletion process and to ensure that all the moving components’ clouds are
properly stitched to the stationary component cloud (i.e.) connectivity of a point in a moving components’ cloud,
near bounding surface, should contain points from stationary component cloud and vice versa (shown in fig-3). The
process of combined cloud generation applied to a store separation problem is shown in fig-1 and the resulting
combined cloud is shown in fig-2.

Fig. 1. Combined cloud generation technique

Fig. 2. Final combined cloud

TEST CASE
The combined cloud generation technique was tested for a generic wing-pylon-finned store case, for various
store positions (shown in fig-4 and described in table-1). For each store position, combined cloud was generated
from individual component cloud following the above mentioned technique. The resulting single large combined
cloud was input to the NAL-MCIR mesh-less solver. The analysis were made for a flow mach number of 1.2 and an
angle of attack of 0o.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The combined cloud generation technique was successfully carried out and the solver ran seamlessly with the
combined cloud as the input. Computational results show a good comparison with experiments as far as pressure coefficient(cp) across the store body is considered. The pressure distribution in fin region, side force and roll moment
computed numerically shows a slight mismatch with experiments, which can be eliminated by increasing cloud point
density near fin region in the initial component cloud and modeling the boom (model support system used in
experiment) in computations. Some typical cp comparisons are shown in fig-5, 6 and 7.
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Fig. 3. Point and its connectivity near the bounding surface

Fig. 5. CP Co
Compa
mparison along store body at angle of
mparison
185o from pylon centre line for position
position--43
43

Fig. 4. Store positions for which CFD analyses were
made

Fig. 6. CP Comparison along store body at an angle of
Fig.
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COMBINED
CLOUD SIZE
(POINTS)

0

0

0

0

0

0

1548144

POSITION-22

1.66

-5.18

-3.10

0.0074

-0.0031

0.0672

1362853

POSITION-43

6.51

-1.09

-9.41

0.0399

-0.0037

0.2020

1376839

POSITION

CARRIAGEPOSITION

Table-1. Details of store positions for which CFD analysis were made
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